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Introduction 
ndustrial development is the backbone of any country attaining 

the status of being as industrialised economy. It has played an 

important role in the economic growth process of developed and 

industrialised countries such as the US, Japan, Germany, England, to 

mention a few, and in recent times, China. In  
Nigeria, the country‟s industrialization goal and lofty plans to be 

among the top most industrialized countries by the 2020s has been in 

perspective since 1962 when the seed for rapid industrial 

development was first sown through the first national development 

plan. The first national development plan was between 1962 and 1968. 

The main focus of the development plan was the substitution of the 

country‟s imports with homemade products and sourcing locally the 

products that were previously being imported to lessen dependence 

on foreign trade and conserve foreign exchange. This was term the 

Import Substitution Strategy (ISI). It was seen as a means of 

strengthening the Nigerian manufacturing sector. Additionally, the 

policy focused on other areas such as increased participation of 

Nigerians in control of the economy; expanding the technological 

base of the country to support industrialization.   

The ISI strategy was supposedly the bedrock and framework for 

industrial policy in the immediate postindependence period, which  
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was supposed to kick-start the rapid industrialization of the country. This was then followed by 

the second national development plan (1970-1974); the third national development plan (1975-

1980) and fourth national development plan (1981-1985). This ended shortly before the structural 

Adjustment Programme which kick-started in 1986 and ushered in an entirely different alternative 

framework and trajectory to the path of industrial growth of the country.  

 In spite of all these plans, the Nigerian process of industrialization, over the years, has been 

frustrated by the interplay of so many factors such as inadequate access to credit to support 

industrialization from both the government and financial institutions; inadequate raw materials 

as a result of the neglect of the agricultural sector since the discovery of crude oil in commercial 

quantity; inadequate skilled manpower to steer the course of industrialization as the state of 

technical education has been abysmal in the country; inadequate infrastructures such as steady 

power supply and good roads; and political instability/insurgency in the country.  These 

notwithstanding, the expectations have always been that the Nigerian economy should be on the 

path of rapid industrialization being the sixth largest exporter of crude oil in the world. It is 

estimated that the country has gained in excess of US$490 billion in oil-related fiscal revenue 

between the period 1971 and 2015 (CBN 2015).   

In the face of today‟s increasing globalization and international transactions, no country is 

completely immune to unanticipated external macroeconomic shocks, largely from international 

commodity price swings. These shocks often lead to fluctuations and overall macroeconomic 

instability and can trigger uncertainties in the industrial and manufacturing sector of an economy. 

This slows down the quest for industrialization. International commodity price shocks affect 

different economies in different ways; but overall, the shocks cause cyclical instability by shifting 

short-run aggregate supply inwards thereby dampening the growth process of an economy that 

has rapid industrialization as a major priority in its growth roadmap. Over the years, there has 

been incessant volatility of the prices of international commodities especially the prices of crude 

Mechanism (VECM) to examine the impact of commodity prices on industrial development, 

the study uses the Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) model, corroborated by the impulse 

response and variance decomposition from the Vector Autoregression (VAR) framework, for 

the estimation of the impact of shocks using quarterly data from 1981: Q1 to 2015:Q4. While the 

study finds robust evidence regarding the positive impact of commodity prices on 

industrialisation process, it finds mixed evidence with respect to the impact of commodity 

price shocks on industrial development of Nigeria. Shocks impact is largely negative but with 

time lags for oil price and positive but insignificant for cocoa prices. Rethinking and expanding 

the productive base and capacity of the economy as well as critical public and private sector 

participation in the industrial, manufacturing and services subsectors will serve as a massive 

boost to trigger the rapid industrialisation process the economy yearns for.   

 
Key words: Commodity Prices, Oil, Cocoa, Manufacturing, Services, Industrialization, Industrial 
Development and ARDL 
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oil. Nigeria, being the sixth largest producer of crude oil and a major exporter of same, oil plays a 

significant role in the growth process of the country. It constitutes more than 90% of the country‟s 

source of foreign exchange. However, the impact of such growth has not trickled down to spur 

the much expected development and industrialization of the country.   

In a nutshell, even though Nigeria has always crafted lofty industrial policies that are supposed to 

be a roadmap to industrial growth and development as discussed above, the distortions arising 

from oil price volatility have often resulted to the path of the country‟s macroeconomic 

fundamentals like exchange rate, inflation rate, government spending and hence industrialization 

highly intractable. This has often led to poor industrial development as these shocks are assumed 

to affect industrial and manufacturing output negatively. Therefore, the main objective of the 

study is to examine the relationship between international commodity price shocks and 

industrialization in Nigeria using prices of crude oil and cocoa, being an oil exporting country. The 

remainder of the study is divided as follows: section 2 provides stylized facts about oil price shocks 

and Nigeria‟s industrial performance; section 3 gives a review of related literature. The 

methodology of the study is captured in section 4. Section 5 provides a detail analysis of results 

and study findings and section 6 contains the conclusion and policy recommendations.   

 

Stylized Facts: Oil Price Shocks and Nigeria’s Industrial Performance 1981-2015  

The trends of international commodity prices, represented by crude oil1 and cocoa beans prices2 

in this study are shown to exhibit varying trends over the years as observed in figure 1. In the 

1980s, the price of oil is shown to be below $40 per barrel. From 1980 to 1981, oil price fell by 3.8%. 

It fell further by 8% in 1982, 9.6% in 1983, 0.4% in 1984, 4.5% in 1985 and drastically by 48.8% in 1986. 

This collapse occurred as a result of Saudi Arabia and her allies‟ decision to increase output in the 

oil market which consequently caused other oil producers under OPEC to suffer great revenue 

losses. This led also to a significant decline in the demand for OPEC oil during the period 1980-86. 

The Iran and Iraq war (19791980) cut world Oil production by 10% thereby increasing oil price from 

$14 to $35 per barrel in 1980. In 1982 OPEC wanted to steady the price of oil by introducing quota. 

However, global economic meltdown and wrong quotas further plunged the price to beneath 

$13.82 per barrel in 1986. From 1986, fluctuations in the oil prices occurred more frequent than 

the past due to OPEC constant effort to influence stability in the global price of oil through 

allocation of production quotas.   

In 1986, OPEC set target of $18 per barrel but broke down in 1987 and oil price remained weak. 

Prices spiked in 1990 with lower production and uncertainty associated with Iraqi invasion of 

Kuwait and ensuing gulf war. Crude oil prices entered a steady decline till 1994 but increased in 

1995 and came to an end in 1997 -1998 when the impact of economic crisis in Asia was either 

ignored or underestimated by  

OPEC. Prices began to recover in early 1999 due to OPEC‟s cut in production by about 3Mbpd 

which was sufficient to move price above $25 per barrel.  

 
1 The Brent light  

2 Nigeria depends on crude oil sales, as export commodity, for more than 90% of foreign exchange. This is 

distantly followed by cocoa beans even its percentage contribution is low. Hence their prices are chosen.   
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Overall, the price fell steadily and remained below its 1980 value until the year 2000 when it hit 

$28.22 per barrel again. Within the growing world economies oil prices plummeted through 2000 

to 2007 such that global oil consumption increased. Ever since, the price rose steadily and peaked 

at $97.2 per barrel in 2008, representing an increase of 244% from its 2000 value. This was the 

highest value attained before the global economy was hit by the global financial crises. This led 

to the steady decline of the oil prices to $61.79 per barrel. This created a significant distortion in 

macroeconomic fundamentals including industrial output.    

 

Figure 1: Trends of Crude Oil and Cocoa Prices (US$)  

 

 OIL  COCOA 

Source: Author‟s Computation from UNCTAD  

 

In 2009 as world economies started recovering from this financial crisis, oil prices were again on 

the rise due to the rising demand in Asia as well as a consequence of the loss of Libyan export in 

the face of Civil war coupled with the increasing global demand with remained steady till 2013, 

reaching a record peak at $105.01 per barrel in 2012 before another round of downward swing was 

witnessed.  Oil prices remained on an average low at 50 per barrel in 2015.   

The prices of cocoa are shown to exhibit similar upward and downward swings over the period 

of study. During this period (1980-86), cocoa price fell by $23.57 and $15.18 in 1981 and 1982 

respectively. In 1983, it rose by $17.10 and $12.57 in 1984. From 1984-85, it dropped by $6.40 and 

further by $8.46 in 1986. This depicts both the Dutch disease syndrome and the possibility of a 

simultaneous occurrence of oil supply shocks and food supply shocks.  
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According to the Dutch disease, excess oil supply implies more concentration on the oil industry 

and less (demand shock due to neglect) on the real sector which includes both agriculture and 

manufacturing. Even though the prices started on the high in 1980, it witnessed significant 

fluctuation with low periods recorded in 1983, 1993 and 2000. The price then rose steadily until 

the year 2012 when it fell before finishing 2015 on a high.  

Figure 2: Trends of oil price shocks3  

 
Source: Author‟s Computation from UNCTAD  

 

Inherent in this observed rise and fall in the prices oil is the transmission of its shocks to an oil-

dependent economy like Nigeria these shocks are plotted and shown in figure 2. As observed, 

following a steady oil price between 1980 and 1985, the oil fall in 1986 transmitted a significant 

negative shock to the economy.  

This threw the economy into a state of disequilibrium; leading to the country‟s acceptance and 

adoption of the SAP along with its conditionalities. Other period of relatively significant negative 

shocks in the prices of oil are witnessed in 1998, 2009/2009 as well 2015. Even though there are 

episodes of positive shocks, it usually takes an oil-dependent economy some periods of 

adjustment before a return to equilibrium is witnessed. Cocoa prices also exhibit episodes of both 

 
3 The shocks (as used here and in the empirical analysis) are conceptualized and generated as the series of the 

residuals from the regression of a variable (log) on its mean (log) and lagged value (log). See Devereux and 

Sutherland (2009); Alley et al (2014).  
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positive and negative shocks. From 1980 peak periods of the positive shocks are observed in 1982, 

1994, 2003, 2009 and recently 2014. On the other hand, peak periods of the negative shocks are 

observed around 1989, 1999, 204 and 2012.  

 

Figure 3: Trends of cocoa price shocks   

 
Source: Author‟s Computation from UNCTAD  

 

The supposed benefits from positive shocks are often eroded when they are not properly 

managed. This has been the experience of Nigeria over a long period of time. The rippling effects 

of oil price shocks are manifested in the trends of industrial production and output. As shown in 

figures 3, 4 and 5. The significant shocks to the price of commodities and oil in particular has often 

resulted to significant challenge to the country‟s policy-makers as the concomitant effect of such 

continuous surges in commodity prices is the attendant overall instability in macroeconomic 

variables .  

During the period 1981-85, the fourth development plan was introduced to strengthen the 

industrial structure of the Nigerian economy but foiled owing to the occurrence of a global 

recession (Chete, Adeoti, Adeyinka, and Ogundipe 2015). In 1987and 1991 industrial only witnessed 

negative level growth, in 1993 and 1994 both industrial and manufacturing witnessed negative 

growth. In 1995 and 1998, only manufacturing experienced negative growth, industrial suffered 

negative shock in 1999, 2002 and 200608, while both industrial and manufacturing in 2015.A 

thorough review of the industrial policies and that of trade in Nigeria showed that despite various 

development programmes from SAP, NEEDs at both federal, state and local government level to 

the vision 2020 agenda, the Nigerian economy is yet to be liberated from the shackles of 

importation of manufactured goods (finished and intermediate) which has been the rationale 
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behind the loss of foreign earnings, balance of payments disequilibrium, and unemployment in 

Nigeria (Chete, Adeoti, Adeyinka, and Ogundipe 2015).  

 

Figure 4: Trends of industry, manufacturing and services value added (US$’ Billion)  

 
Source: Author‟s Computation from World Development Indicators (WDI)  

 

In 1981, value added of services, manufacturing and industrial sectors stood at #17.7 billion, #5.5 

billion and #16.9 billion respectively. In 1982, Services and manufacturing grew by 1.1% and 12.9%, 

with 32.1% and 10.28% of GDP respectively. Industrial on the other hand dropped at level by 7.6% in 

1982. In 1983, both services, industrial and manufacturing experienced negative level growth to 

the tune of 3.5%  

13.09% and 30.9% respectively. In 1984, manufacturing improved tremendously at a level growth 

of 6.79%, services dropped further by an additional 4.3%, and industrial improved but still at a 

negative rate of 11.7%.In 1985, the three sectors both experienced positive growths. In 1986, both 

industrial and manufacturing fell by 2.8% and 3.7%.   

Industry4 comprises value added in mining, construction, electricity, water, and gas excluding 

manufacturing as this study examines it as a separate subgroup. Service here include value added 

in wholesale and retail trade (including hotels and restaurants), transport, and government, 

financial, professional, and personal services such as education, health care, and real estate 

 
4 In order to have a clearer picture of their distinctive contributions, this study extracted manufacturing as a 

separate entity (subset) from the remaining industrial elements.   
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services. Value added is the net output of a sector after adding up all outputs and subtracting 

intermediate inputs.  

 

Figure 5: Trends of the growth rate of industry, manufacturing and services value added  

 

INDUSTRIAL SECTR GROWTH 

MANUFACTURING SECTR GROWTH SERVICE 

SECTR GROWTH 

Source: Author‟s Computation from (WDI)  

 

Fall in the Oil price in 1981 to 1984 reduced government expenditure to the industrial, 

manufacturing and service sector hence recorded a negative growth between the period.  It was 

observed that during the period of oil boom between 2001 and 2008 only manufacturing sector 

and service sector recorded a positive growth while industrial sector grew negatively meaning 

that most oil producing countries did not develop their industrial sector in the period of oil boom. 

Since the period of recovery from the 2008 global financial crisis, only manufacturing sector grew 

positively but later declined steadily till 2015. It is essential to note that level growth is different 

from the rate of growth. That is, considering the law of diminishing returns, the rate at which 

macroeconomic indicators increase should be checked to ensure that growth is sustainable at a 

certain rate. In the periods 1984-85, 1987-90, 1992, 1995-96, 2000-01, 2003, 2007, 2009-11, 2014, 

industrial growth witnessed negative growth rates. This is also reflected in the services and 

manufacturing sector. By implication, it shows clearly that growth in industrial, services and 

manufacturing sectors in Nigeria have not been sustainable from 1981-2015.  
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Figure 5: Trends of the share of industry, manufacturing and services as % of GDP  

 

 IND%GDP  MAN%GDP  SERV%GDP 

Source: Author‟s Computation from (WDI)  

 

This illustrates that manufacturing sector has not contributed above 15% share of the GDP since 

1980.  

However, service sector had the highest proportion of the GDP in the early 80‟s when the 

economic focus was shifting from agricultural sector to the oil sector. From the graphical 

illustration, it was observed that both industrial Sector growth movement and the service sector 

growth movement trend in opposite direction per period which implies that concentration on the 

growth and development in these sectors are substitutional.  While industrial sector growth as a 

proportion of the GDP trended along with the oil price movement, service sector growth trended 

in opposite direction with the oil price movement. Generally, one can conclude that in the midst 

of falling oil prices and falling industrial sector growth, service sector strived positively and 

contribute higher to the GDP volume.  

  

Literature Review  

Theoretical Review  

Demand and supply theory  

For a commodity importing country, rising commodity prices increases the cost of production of 

firms.  

Given a firm‟s resource constraints, the increase in the prices of oil as an input of production 

reduces the quantity it can produce. Patti and Ratti (2007) added that an increase in input costs 

can drive down nonoil potential output supplied in the short run given existing capital stock and 

sticky wages. They further explained that workers and producers will counter the declines in their 

real wages and profit margins, putting upward pressure on unit labor costs and prices of finished 

goods and services. Since oil is a factor of production in most sectors and industries, a rise in oil 

prices increases the enterprises‟ production costs and thus, induces contraction in output Patti 

and Ratti (2007). Oil price increases translate to higher production costs, leading to commodity 
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price increases at which firms sell their products in the market. Higher commodity prices then 

translate to lower demand for goods and services, therefore decrease aggregate output and 

employment level. Furthermore, higher oil prices affect aggregate demand and consumption in 

the economy. The transfer of income and resources from an oil-importing to oil-exporting 

economies is projected to reduce worldwide demand as demand in the former is likely to decline 

more than it will rise in the latter (Patti and Ratti 2007). The resulting lower purchasing power of 

the oilimporting economy translates to a lower demand. The foregoing is the case for a 

commodity importing country which uses the primary commodities as inputs for industrial 

production. For a commodity exporting country like Nigeria, rising commodity prices is expected 

to serve as a boost in foreign exchange and increased revenue for industrialization.  

Oil price shocks also pose economic uncertainty on the future performance of the macro 

economy. People may postpone consumption and investment decisions until they see an 

improvement in the economic situation. In sum, an increase in oil prices causes a leftward shift in 

both the demand and supply curve, resulting in higher prices and lower output. Asymmetric 

responses to oil prices and the variables considered, such as GDP responses and inflation should 

be identified. Oil price shocks can lead to many costs as workers lose jobs in one sector or region 

and are only slowly reemployed in others; costs are masked by net changes in aggregate 

employment Many researchers such Aliyu (2009), Hamilton (2005) etc have argued that the 

dangerous economic effects of oil-price hikes may be substantially stronger than the favorable 

economic effects of oil-price declines. All oil price changes can induce sectoral reallocations and 

create uncertainties about the returns to irreversible investments, but oil price decreases, unlike 

increases, have positive real income (terms-of-trade) effects that offset these negative impacts.  

Therefore, this implies that if oil price increases result to an economic recession, then oil price 

declines must cause an economic expansion with the same magnitude, although in reverse 

direction.  

 

Symmetric and Asymmetry-In-Effects Theory  

This theory attempts to explain the link through which oil price volatility impact on the macro 

economy. Propounders of this theory are Hamilton (1983), Gisser (1985), Good Win (1985), Hooker 

(1986) and Lasser (1987). This theory posits that fluctuation in GNP is occasioned by frequent 

fluctuation in oil prices. Hooker (2002) after rigorous empirical studies demonstrated that 

between 1948 and 1972, change in oil price exerted immense impact on the GDP growth rate. The 

Asymmetry-in-effects theory of economic growth used the U.S economy as a case study. The 

theory posits that the correlation between crude oil price decreases and economic activities in 

the U.S economy is significantly different and perhaps zero. Mark et al. (1994), members of this 

school in a study of some African countries, confirmed the asymmetry in effect of oil price 

volatility on economic growth. Ferderer (1996) another member of this school explained the 

asymmetric mechanism between the influence of oil price volatility and economic growth by 

focusing on three possible ways: Counter-inflationary monetary policy, sectoral shocks and 

uncertainty. Ferderer finds a significant relationship between oil price increases and 

counterinflationary policy responses. Balke (1996) supports Federer„s position/submission. He 

posited that monetary policy alone cannot sufficiently explain real effects of oil price volatility on 

real GDP.  
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The Renaissance and Standard Growth Theory  

The Renaissance growth theory/model was an off-shoot of the symmetric and asymmetry in 

effect schools. Lee (1998) who was a leading proponent of this school focused her theoretical 

work on attempting to distinguish between oil price changes and oil price volatility. Lee (1998) 

who is a renowned researcher defined volatility as the standard deviation in a given period. She 

submitted that both have negative impacts on economic growth, but in different ways: Volatility 

has a negative and significant impact on economic growth immediately, while the impact of oil 

price changes delays until after a year. She concludes by stating that; it is change in crude oil prices 

rather than oil price level that has a significant influence on economic growth.  

The standard growth theories only built a nexus between primary inputs and output. While 

undermining energy inputs such as oil gas, fossil fuel etc. However, natural scientists and 

ecological economists have made effort at developing some theories that attempt to capture the 

role of oil price volatility on economic growth, thereby incorporating linkage between energy 

resources, its availability, volatility and economic growth (Oriakhi and Iyoha, 2013). Theories on oil 

price volatility are basically divided in two. They are theories explaining the channels through 

which oil price volatility impacts on macro-economy and theories explaining the causes of 

volatility in the international oil market. This study employs both the linear /symmetric 

relationship theory of growth and the Dutch disease model as its theoretical framework.  

 

Empirical Literature  

Oil Price Shocks and Economic Growth  

On the relationship between oil price shocks and economic growth, the literature is awashed with 

studies. Richard and Ronald (1980) complained about the continuous over reliance of the Nigerian 

budget on oil revenue. They noted that periods of oil price upheavals especially price slumps have 

necessitated significant alterations in budget figures, plans, targets and even allocations to states 

and governmentowned parastatals and agencies. Total abandonment of policies and projects 

have also characterized such times, this they opined had serious growth implications for the 

Nigerian economy. Mork (1989) examined the impact of oil prices examined the impact of oil 

prices on GDP in America based on Granger causality method deal. The Results show that oil prices 

have a negative impact on GDP growth in United States of America. However, the magnitude of 

the effect of oil prices on production is less than the impact of rising oil prices. Thus, the impact 

of price changes on output is not symmetrical. Obioma (2006) explained that Nigeria became 

more exposed to oil price fluctuations the moment she started importing refined petroleum 

products due the collapse of local refineries in the late 1980„s. Thus, the country could not grapple 

with the enormous subsidy it committed itself to, so that between 1999 and 2010, the Federal 

Government had adjusted its subsidy on petroleum products back and forth approximately 8 

times. This has negatively affected production, consumption, general welfare and hence the pace 

of economic growth. Jin (2008) discovered that the oil price increases exerts a negative impact 

on economic growth in Japan and China and a positive impact on economic growth of Russia. 

Specifically, a 10% permanent increase in international oil prices is associated with a 5.16% growth 

in Russian GDP and a 1.07% decrease in Japanese GDP. Finally, an appreciation of the real exchange 

rate leads to a positive GDP growth in Russia and a negative GDP growth in Japan and China. 

Taiwo, Abayomi and Damilare (2012) using Johasen Cointegration Test and Error Correction Model 
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indicated that crude oil price, stock price and exchange rate have significant influence on the 

growth of the Nigerian economy. Also, Oriakhi and Osaze (2013) examined the consequences of 

oil price volatility on the growth of the Nigeria economy within the period 1970 to 2010. Making 

use of VAR model, the study outlines that oil price volatility has direct impact on government 

expenditure, real exchange rate, and real import while real GDP and inflation are indirectly 

influenced by the oil price volatility. That is, by implication the study shows that changes in oil 

price determine government expenditure which in turn determines the growth of the Nigerian 

economy.  

 

Oil Price Shocks and Macroeconomic Performance  

Trung and Vinh (2011) emphasized that there are two reasons why macroeconomic variables 

should be affected by oil shocks. Firstly, oil increase leads to lower aggregate demand given that 

income is redistributed between net oil import and export countries. They also found out that oil 

price spikes could alter economic activity because household income is spent more on energy 

consumption, and firms reduce the amount of crude oil it purchases which then leads to 

underutilization of the factors of production like labor and capital. Secondly, the supply side 

effects are related to the fact that crude oil is considered as the basic input to production process. 

Also, Olomola (2006) further shows that oil price shocks may not influence the GDP at the initial 

stage, but as this shocks and fluctuation continue in the future, the more its impact would be 

evidenced in the output level, but the effect may not be that significant. However, on the price 

level (i.e. Inflation rates), it was found that oil price shocks were able to explain just a little of 

variability in the price level meaning that oil price shocks do not have remarkable effects on 

inflation rates in Nigeria. Previous empirical findings in other countries affirmed that oil price 

shocks do significantly affect output, inflation rate, exchange rate, money supply which is some 

of the variables used in this work to capture macroeconomic activities. Edmund (2004) submits 

that economic factors are responsible for oil price fluctuation and shocks. These factors, 

according to him, covers the areas of production and consumption level of oil which includes US 

crude oil and product stock inventories, the unprecedented fast rate of industrialization in the 

Asian. He made note that storage cost and availability of insurance cost, interest rates, inflation 

rate, transportation cost, currency rates, and market factors are no doubt responsible for oil price 

shocks.  

A study that touched on the sources of macroeconomic fluctuations in four oil-exporting 

countries – Indonesia, Iran, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia- using a structural VAR approach was 

conducted by Mehrara and Oskui (2007). Their research was based on Variance Decomposition 

and Impulse Response analyses, it was shown that oil price shocks are the main source of output 

fluctuations in Saudi Arabia and Iran. But in Kuwait and Indonesia, output fluctuations were 

mainly found due to aggregate supply shocks. Moreover, their results show that oil price shocks 

in Saudi Arabia steadily expand prices while such impact on the long run prices in Iran, Kuwait and 

Indonesia is not approved. Gounder and Bartleet (2007) argue that the demand-side impacts of 

energy crisis suggest that an energy price shock can result in higher inflation and higher 

unemployment. In fact the „oil crises‟ of the 1970s and early 1980s gave rise to both inflation and 

unemployment at the same time, and this is known as the „stagflation‟ phenomenon.   
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Recently, Ebrahim, Inderwidi and King (2014) embarked on theoretical investigation of 

macroeconomic impact of oil price volatility. Their result showed that oil price volatility 

constitutes a fundamental barrier to economic growth due to its damaging and destabilizing 

effect on macroeconomic. Precisely, they show that oil price volatility adversely affect aggregate 

consumption, investment, industrial production, unemployment and inflation particularly in non-

OECD countries. Azeez, Kolapo, and Ajayi (2012) investigated the effect of exchange rate volatility 

on macroeconomic performance in Nigeria from 1980 to 2010 employing OLS and co-integration 

techniques. The findings of the study revealed that oil revenue and exchange rate are positively 

related to GDP while balance of payment is negatively related to GDP. They affirmed thatoOil 

revenue and Balance of Payment exert negative effect while exchange rate volatility has positive 

effect on the economy. 

 

Industrialization/ Industrial Development and Growth  

Blomstrom, Lipsey and Zegan (1994) posit that industrialization through foreign investors can 

exert a positive effect on economic growth rate. They argued that industrialization‟s contribution 

to economic growth rate is dependent on the threshold level of income. This means that, below 

the threshold level of income, the contribution of industries to economic growth is not significant 

and above the threshold, it is significant. The explanation is that, it is only countries that have 

reached a certain income level that can benefit effectively from the packages of those industries 

and foreign investors. Such packages are new technologies, human capital development and 

managerial skills. Abiola (2010) examines the relationship between saving and investment and 

between investment and economic growths in Nigeria using time series data for the period of 

1975-2007. The method of analysis involved ordinary regression analysis and the result 

demonstrates that saving stimulates investments and that investment stimulates economic 

growth in Nigeria in the period of the study.   

Kayode (1977) in their own contribution to the literature on industrial development in Nigeria are 

of the opinion that less developed countries (LCD‟S) industrialization has come to be the key to 

the development proves. They tried to give reasons for the appeal of compelling urge for 

industrialization despite the abundant agriculture and mineral resources. Bolaky (2011) posits that 

there is a positive correlation between the level of industrialization and per capita income for 

developing countries. Empirical evidences demonstrate that there is a higher marginal product of 

labour from the industrial sector than in the agricultural sector and so the transferring of 

resources for the agricultural sector to the industrial sector raises total productivity in the 

economy (Olajide, Akinlabi, & Tijani).  

The empirical literature contains studies on the relationship between oil price and the 

macroeconomy. Overall, it contains little regarding the relationship between commodity prices, 

their shocks and industrialization. This is where this study becomes paramount.  

 

Methodology  

The macroeconomic responses to oil price shock can be explained using both supply and demand 

channels. According to economic theory, crude oil price change influence economic activity 

through both supply and demand channels. The Supply side effects could be explained based on 

the fact that oil has always been an important input in production. Therefore, crude oil price 
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increases reduce the demand for crude oil, decreasing the productivity of other input factors 

which induce firm to lower output. For a neoclassical economist, the most natural way to think of 

crude oil is an input to the economy‟s production function. If an input gets more expensive, the 

profit maximizing level of output declines. The standard way to present this argument (Hamilton 

2005) is a simple Cobb-Douglas model of a representative form. In order to examine the 

relationship between industrialization and oil price as well as its shocks, the study starts by 

performing diagnostics tests in order to investigate some of the econometric properties of the 

variables. Typically, unit root tests are performed on variables to determine the order of 

integration of the variables. This time series characteristics of the variables are tested using the 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Phillips-Perron (P-P) tests. Basically, the idea is to ascertain 

the order of integration of the variables as to whether they are stationary or non-stationary; and, 

therefore, the number of times each variable has to be differenced to arrive at stationarity. The 

standard Dickey-Fuller test is carried out by estimating the following;  

yt yt 1 xt
'

t ……………………………………………(1)  

Where yt is a k-vector of variables, xt is a d-vector of deterministic variables, and  t is a vector of 

innovations.  

After subtracting yt 1 from both sides of the equation:  

  yt yt 1 xt
'

t ………………………………………..…(2)  

Where = 1  

The null and alternative hypotheses may be written as:  

H0 :  = 0  

H1 : < 0  

The Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test constructs a parametric correction for higher-order 

correlation by assuming that the y series follows an AR(P) process and adding P lagged difference 

terms of the dependent variable y to the right-hand side of the test regression:  

  yt yt 1 xt' 1 yt 1 2 yt 2 ... p yt pvt ……..(3)  

The usual practice is to include a number of lags sufficient to remove serial correlation in the 

residuals and for this; the Akaike Information Criterion is employed.   

The Phillips-Perron method estimates the non-augmented Dickey-Fuller and modifies the t-ratio 

of the  

coefficient so that serial correlation does not affect the asymptotic distribution of the test 

statistic. This test is based on the statistic:  

 

t   t f0
0  

 T( f0 2 f0
0)s se ˆ  ……………………………(4)  

 
Where ˆ is the estimate, and t  the t-ratio of ,  se ˆ  is the coefficient standard error, and s is 

the standard error of the test regression. Additionally, 0 is a consistent estimate of the error 

variance in equation (2) (calculated as (T – K)s2 where k is the number of regressors). The 

remaining term, f0, is an estimator of the residual spectrum at frequency zero.   

In order to determine the existence of a long run relationship, cointegration or the Autoregressive 

Distributed Lag (ARDL) bound tests are conducted. Cointegration is the idea that the linear 

combinations of non-stationary series can be stationary, implying a long-run relationship, thus 
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they can be modeled. The bound test is typically employed to test for the existence of a long run 

relation when the model contains variables that have mixed order of integration. In testing for 

cointegration, the Johansen Efficient  

Maximum Likelihood test was used to examine the existence of a long-term relationship among 

the variables.   

Consider a Vector Autoregressive of order P.  

yt A1yt 1 ... Ap yt p xt t ……………………...(5)  

Where yt is a k-vector of non-stationary I(1) variables, xt is a d-vector of deterministic variables, 

and  t is a vector of innovations. We can rewrite this VAR as:   

p 1 

     yt yt 1  yt 1  xt  t ……………………..…………...(6)  

i 1 

Where,  

p 

Ai  I ,  

i 1 

p 

Ai ……………………………………………..(7)  

j i 1 

The Granger‟s representation theorem asserts that if the coefficient matrix  has reduced rank, r 

<k, then there exist k x r matrices and  each with rank r such that  = 1and 1yt is I(0), r is the 

number of cointegrating relations (the rank) and each column of is the cointegrating vector. As 

explained below, the elements of  are known as the adjustment parameters in the error 

correction model. Johansen‟s method is to estimate the matrix from an unrestricted VAR and to 

test whether we can reject the restrictions implied by the reduced rank of  .  

 

The models  

This study aims at examining the impact of both commodity prices as well as their related shocks 

on industrialization using the value added data on industry (IND), manufacturing (MAN), services 

(SERV) as proxies for industrialization and government capital expenditure (GCEXP) as a control 

variable. From the trends of the variables as computed and shown in the stylized facts section 

above, oil prices (OILP) and cocoa prices (COCOP) variables are clearly non-stationary series. This 

is also the observation with IND, MAN, SERV and GCEXP. However, the computed oil price shocks 

(OPS) and cocoa price shocks (CPS) are stationary series.  

The study models commodity prices equations separately from the respective shocks equations 

due to avoid multicollinearity incidences. Therefore, the following dynamic specifications are set 

up.  The behavioural equations to measure the impact of commodity prices on IND, MAN and 

SERV are given in equations 8-10. While the shocks equations are 11-13. While 8-10 are vector error 

correction specifications, 11-13 are Auto regressive Distributed Lag specifications as the later 

models are set with the mixed levels of stationarity of the variables in perspective.   

  

 k 1 k 1 k 1 

LNINDt  0 1i LNINDt i  2i LNOILPt i  3i LNCOCOPt i   

 t 1 t 1 t 1 

k 1 k 1 

4i LNGCEXPt i  5i LNSERVt i  6(LNINDt i  ø1LNOILPt i     
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t 1 t 1 

ø2LNCOCOPt i  ø3LNGCEXPt i  ø4LNSERVt i  ) u1 

…8 

 k 1 k 1 k 1 

LNMANt   0  1i LMANt i  2i LNOILPt i  3i LNCOCOPt i   

 t 1 t 1 t 1 

k 1 k 1 

4i LNGCEXPt i  5i LNSERVt i  6(LNMANt i  ø1LNOILPt i     

t 1 t 1 

ø2LNCOCOPt i  ø3LNGCEXPt i  ø4LNSERVt i  ) u2 …..9 

  

 k 1 k 1 k 1 

LNSERVt   0  1i LNSERVt i  2i LNOILPt i  3i LNCOCOPt i   

 t 1 t 1 t 1 

k 1 k 1 

4i LNGCEXPt i  5i LNINDt i  6(LNSERVt i  ø1LNOILPt i     

t 1 t 1 

ø2LNCOCOPt i  ø3LNGCEXPt i  ø4LNINDt i  ) u3 

….10 

 k 1 k 1 k 1 

LNINDt   0  1i LNINDt i  2i LNOPSt i  3i LNCPSt i   

 t 1 t 1 t 1 

k 1 k 1 

4i LNGCEXPt i  5i LNSERVt i  1LNINDt i  2OPSt i     

t 1 t 1 

3CPSt i  4LNGCEXPt i  5LNSERVt i  u4 …11 

  

  

 k 1 k 1 k 1 

LNMANt   0  1i LNMANt i  2iOPSt i  3iCPSt i   

 t 1 t 1 t 1 

k 1 k 1 

4i LNGCEXPt i  5i LNSERVt i  1LNINDt i  2OPSt i     

t 1 t 1 

3CPSt i  4LNGCEXPt i  5LNSERVt i  u5 ….12 

  

 k 1 k 1 k 1 

LNSERVt   0  1i LNSERVt i  2iOPSt i  3iCPSt i   

 t 1 t 1 t 1 

k 1 k 1 

4i LNGCEXPt i  5i LNINDt i  1LNINDt i  2OPSt i     
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………………………………………14 

   

  

Where: Yt =  (LNIND, LNMAN, LNSERV LNOILP and LNCOCOP) is an n x 1 vector of five endogenous 

variables. Yt – j is the corresponding lag term of order j. j is the n x n matrix of autoregressive 

coefficient vector Yt – j, for j = 1, 2, …, k. 0 = (  1, 2,... n ) is the intercept vector of the VAR model. 

it is the n x 1 vector of white noise process. It is a vector of innovations that may be 

contemporaneously correlated but are uncorrelated with their own lagged values and 

uncorrelated with all of the other variables. K is the number of lagged terms, from where the 

optimal lag length will be determined. Equation 14 is a vector autoregression specification to 

measure impulse responses and variance decomposition from commodity price shocks to 

industrialization.   

 

Estimations and data   

Following the test for stationarity, the study examines the long run relationships using the 

cointegration and the ARDL bound tests. While equations 8-10 are estimated using the VECM 

method, 11-13 are estimated using the ARDL method. The existence of a long-run relationship is 

the basis for the short-run disequilibrium adjustment in the model generally known as error 

correction mechanism. The impulse responses and variance decomposition are examined under 

the VAR framework. The VAR approach obviates the necessity for structural modeling by treating 

every endogenous variable in the system as a function of the lagged values of all of the 

endogenous variables in the system as well as other exogenous variables. It measures the 

percentage of the forecast error of variable that is explained by another variable. The impulse 

responses allow us to trace intertemporal responses of variables to its own shocks and shocks in 

other variables. They are simulated by orthogonalizing the innovations in the VAR equations using 

the Cholesky decomposition suggested by Sim (1980).   

The study makes use of quarterly data for the period 1981: Q1 - 2015: Q4 to examine the effects of 

commodity prices and their shocks on industrialization indicators. Data for commodity prices (oil 

and cocoa prices) are obtained from the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 

(UNCTAD). The remaining data are obtained in annual form from the World Bank Development 

Indicators (WDI) database and the quarters are transformed using the cubic spline approach. 

Commodity prices data are given as monthly data and quarters are computed using simple 

averages. As noted earlier, even though manufacturing data is given as a subset of industry, the 

t 1 t 1 

3CPSt i  4LNGCEXPt i  5LNSERVt i  u6 

  

……..13 

k 

Yt   0  j tY  j t 

 

 j 1   
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study decides to separate the two for an analysis of a clearer picture of the impact of commodity 

price shocks on the manufacturing sector as well as the remaining industrial output.   

Empirical Results  

Stationarity test  

This study commences its empirical process by testing the properties of the time series data used 

for the analysis. Unit root is conducted mainly to establish whether the variables are stationary at 

level or not and to determine how many of such relationships exists. The Augmented Dickey Fuller 

and Phillips-Perron techniques are adopted to test for the stationarity properties of the time 

series data used. The result is presented in table 5.1.  

 

Table 5.1 stationarity test result  

Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test     Phillips-Perron Test     

  Level  1st diff   OOI5  Level  1st diff   OOI  

Variables  t. stat  Prob.  t. stat  Prob.    t. stat  Prob.  t. stat  Prob.    

OILP  -1.023   0.733  -5.419   0.000  I(1)  -1.010   0.738  -5.415   0.000  I(1)  

OPS  -5.283   0.000  -  -  I(0)  -3.672   0.009  -  -  I(0)  

COCOP  -0.931   0.765  -5.681   0.000  I(1)  -1.107   0.701  -4.344   0.001  I(1)  

CPS  -5.527   0.000  -  -  I(0)  -5.281   0.000  -  -  I(0)  

IND  -0.879   0.782  -4.911   0.000  I(1)  -

0.895  

 0.777  -5.720   0.000  I(1)  

MAN   0.439   0.981  -5.396   0.000  I(1)   0.280   0.973  -5.432   0.000  I(1)  

SERV   1.076   0.996  -

5.098  

 0.000  I(1)   0.952   0.995  -5.115   0.000  I(1)  

GCEXP  -1.081   0.711  -5.931   0.000  I(1)  -1.078   0.712  -

5.930  

 0.000  I(1)  

OOI = order of integration  

Source: Author  

 

Note that the MacKinnon (1996) critical values for the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test using 

the Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Phillips-Perron test using the Newey-West bandwidth 

and the  

Bartlett-Kernel spectral estimation method at 1%, 5% and 10% significance level are -3.626784, 

2.945842 and -2.611531 respectively. From the result of unit root test summarized in table 5.1, 

comparing their levels with the test statistics and various probabilities, the results shows that all 

the variables are integrated of order 1 except for the commodity price shocks variables (OPS and 

CPS) where they are shown to be stationary at level (integrated of order 0.)  

 
Cointegration analysis  

Cointegration analysis is conducted in order to examine the existence of long run relationship 

among time series variables using the Johansen cointegration test method. If a set of variables is 

cointegrated, the effect of a shock to one variable spread to the others, possibly with time lags, 

 
5 Order of integration  
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so as to preserve a long-run relationship between the variables. The analysis is conducted and the 

result is presented in table 5.2.  

The analysis is conducted for the models on the impact of commodity prices on industrialization. 

Three models are analyzed viz: the industry, manufacturing and services models. The trace test 

and max-eigen value test were employed to examine the relationship.   

 

Table 5.2 Cointegration Analysis Result  

  IND    

Hypothesized No. 

of CE(s)  

Eigenvalue  Trace 

Statistic  

Critical 

Value (5%)  

Max-

Eigen  

Statistic  

Critical 

Value (5%)  

None *   0.708   96.903   69.818   40.678   33.876  

At most 1    0.558   56.224   47.856   26.951   27.584  

At most 2   0.419   29.272   29.797   17.929   21.131  

At most 3   0.242   11.342   15.494   9.166   14.264  

At most 4   0.063   2.176   3.841   2.176   3.841  

  MAN    

Hypothesized No. 

of CE(s)  

Eigenvalue  Trace 

Statistic  

Critical 

Value (5%)  

Max-

Eigen  

Statistic  

Critical 

Value (5%)  

None *   0.734   89.869   69.818   43.777   33.876  

At most 1    0.540   46.092   47.856   25.665   27.584  

At most 2   0.268   20.427   29.797   10.317   21.131  

At most 3   0.197   10.110   15.494   7.259   14.264  

At most 4   0.082   2.850   3.841   2.850   3.841  

  SERV    

Hypothesized No. 

of CE(s)  

Eigenvalue  Trace 

Statistic  

Critical 

Value (5%)  

Max-

Eigen  

Statistic  

Critical 

Value (5%)  

None *   0.708   96.903   69.818   40.678   33.876  

At most 1    0.558   56.224   47.856   26.951   27.584  

At most 2   0.419   29.272   29.797   17.929   21.131  

At most 3   0.242   11.342   15.494   9.166   14.264  

At most 4   0.063   2.176   3.841   2.176   3.841  

Source: Author  

 

The null hypothesis is the hypothesis of no cointegration among the set variables. From the 

results, it can be observed that the chosen macroeconomic variables in each of the three models 

are cointegrated. This is indicated by the trace and max-eigenvalue. The trace test and max-

eigenvalue test results discover the presence of 1- cointegrating equations among the variables 

which shows that the chosen macroeconomic variables are indeed cointegrated which implies 

that there exist a of long-run equilibrium relationship among the variables. This is to say that if a 
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set of variables are cointegrated, the effects of a shock to one variable spread to the others, 

possibly with time lags, so as to preserve a long-run relationship between the variables. The 

existence of this long-run relationship is the basis      for       the       short -run      disequilibrium       

adjustment       in       the        model  known as the error correction mechanism.  

 

Autoregressive distributed lag bound test   

The study appeals to the ARDL bound testing method to examine the cointegration relationship 

between commodity price shock and industrial performance indicators. This is used as the 

stationarity test conducted reveals that the variables are integrated of order zero and one. For 

the ARDL bounds testing, the F-statistic is compared with the critical value bounds against their 

respective significance levels using both the lower and upper bounds. If the F-statistic is greater 

than the critical values, then we will fail to accept the null hypothesis of no cointegration among 

the variables. Similarly, the converse holds. The test analysis is conducted and the result is 

presented in table 5.3.  

 

Table 5.3 ARDL Bounds Test  

 ARDL Bounds Test    

 Null Hypothesis: No long-run relationships exist    

INDUSTRIAL   MANUFACTURING  SERVICE    

Test  

Statistic  

Value  k  Test  

Statistic  

Value  k  Test  

Statistic  

Value  k  

F-statistic   7.54  4  F-statistic   

6.46

4  

4  F-statistic   10.72  4  

 Critical Value Bounds    

Significan

ce  

I0  

Boun

d  

I1  

Boun

d  

Significan

ce  

I0  

Boun

d  

I1  

Boun

d  

Significan

ce  

I0  

Boun

d  

I1  

Boun

d  

10%  2.72  3.77  10%  2.72  3.77  10%  2.72  3.77  

5%  3.23  4.35  5%  3.23  4.35  5%  3.23  4.35  

2.50%  3.69  4.89  2.50%  3.69  4.89  2.50%  3.69  4.89  

1%  4.29  5.61  1%  4.29  5.61  1%  4.29  5.61  

Source: Author  

 

From the above ARDL bound test estimation result for the models under consideration, it can be 

observed that the F-statistic values are greater than their respective lower and upper critical 

values at all the levels of significance but the upper critical bound at 1%.  This shows that we fail to 

accept the null hypothesis of no cointegration among the variables and conclude in favour of the 

existence of a cointegration relationship among the chosen variables. This means that there is a 

long run relationship among the variables.   

 

Vector Error Correction Estimation  
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The results of the VECM for the three models (industrial, manufacturing and services) are 

presented in table 5.4. As noted earlier, the analysis here is conducted to examine the impact of 

commodity prices on the industrialization performance indicators. From the result in the table, oil 

price in the current year and first lag impact positively on both industrial and manufacturing value-

added while in the second lagged period, it only impacts positively on industrial and services 

value-added. In terms of magnitude, a unit rise in oil price in will lead to 0.387 and 0.997, and 0.708 

and 0.066 changes in industrial and manufacturing value-added in the current and first lag period 

respectively. In the second lag period, it shows that there will be 0.131 and 0.285 changes in 

industrial and services value-added.   

 

Table 5.4 Vector Error correction estimates  

  Dependent Variable:  

IND.  

Dependent Variable:  

MAN.  

Dependent Variable:  

SERV  

Variables  Coefficient  t. Stat   Coefficient  t. Stat   Coefficient  t. Stat   

Constant  5.340***  4.484  1.315**  2.690  3.107  1.655  

Dep. Var. (-1)  0.015**  2.080  0.429  1.606  1.913*  2.412  

Dep. Var. (-2)  0.272  1.244  0.173***  2.588  0.305***  3.274  

OILP  0.387***  3.269  0.997***  4.878      

OILP(-1)  0.708***  4.967  0.066**  2.900  0.740**  2.564  

OILP(-2)  0.131**  2.832      0.285*  1.814  

COCOP  0.471*  1.858  0.449**  2.310      

COCOP(-1)  0.999*  2.280      0.544**  2.377  

COCOP(-2)  0.580**  2.761  0.785*  1.979  0.356  1.261  

GCEXP  -0.555**  -2.235      0.341**  2.331  

GCEXP(-1)  0.017***  3.255  0.040**  2.219  -0.391  -1.405  

GCEXP(-2)          0.200  1.444  

SERV  0.823***  3.178  0.295***  3.281      

SERV(-1)  0.549***  6.110          

SERV(-2)  0.602*  1.848  0.130**  2.663      

IND          0.198  0.506  

IND(-1)          0.830**  2.162  

IND(-2)          0.295***  3.281  

ECM(-1)  -0.024**  -2.246  -0.021**  -2.332  -0.054**  -2.558  

Adj. R2 (%)  89.32  93.21  90.83  

Durb. Wat  2.09  1.98  2.01  

F (Prob.)  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  

*** indicates that coefficient is significant at 1%, ** at 5% and * at 10%  

Source: Author  

 

Oil price in the current, lag 1 and lag 2 periods, impact positively on industrial value-added and this 

suggests that increase in oil price leads to increase in oil revenue which can be used to develop 

the industrial sector of Nigeria. Cocoa prices in the current period, lag 1, and lag 2 periods also 
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impact positively on industrial value-added and are significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels of 

significance. The error correction terms for the industrial, manufacturing and services sectors are 

negative and significant at 5% level of significant. This in terms of magnitude, this implies that 

changes in industrial, manufacturing and services value added will revert to the stable growth 

path every three years at the adjustment rates of  

2.5%, 2.2%, and 5.4% respectively.  

 

Table 5.5 Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) Model Estimates  

  Dependent Variable:  

IND.  

Dependent Variable:  

MAN.  

Dependent Variable:  

SERV  

Variables   Coefficient  t. Stat   Coefficient  t. Stat   Coefficient  t. Stat   

Constant  18.707**  2.947  18.183*  1.947  5.830***  5.149  

Dep. Var. (-1)  1.426***  4.804  0.137  0.384  0.414**  2.239  

Dep. Var. (-2)  0.183  0.497  0.654***  4.455  0.652**  2.433  

OPS  -0.292  -0.539  -0.179  -0.670  -0.103  -1.243  

OPS (-1)  -0.979*  -2.015  0.843*  2.343  0.059  0.395  

OPS (-2)  -1.249**  -3.056  1.591***  3.508  -0.395**  -2.411  

CPS  0.525**  3.144  0.116*  1.834  0.165  0.960  

CPS (-1)  -0.472  -0.658  0.059  1.111  -0.138  -0.946  

CPS (-2)  0.763  1.123  0.138*  1.929  -0.579  -1.562  

GCEXP  1.503***  7.646  0.467**  2.366  0.611***  3.524  

GCEXP(-1)  0.231  0.714  0.784***  4.241  0.082***  5.347  

GCEXP(-2)  0.356*  2.430  0.471***  3.399  1.039**  2.829  

SERV  0.263  0.802  0.660**  3.078      

SERV(-1)  0.427*  2.343  1.327***  14.760      

SERV(-2)  1.337**  3.833  0.067  0.364      

IND          1.004***  3.922  

IND(-1)          0.704***  4.017  

IND(-2)          0.206  1.285  

Adj. R2 (%)  94.46  97.63  98.8  

Durb. Wat  1.92  1.99  2.10  

F (Prob.)  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  

*** indicates that coefficient is significant at 1%, ** at 5% and * at 10%  

Source: Author  

 

Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) Model Estimation   

The results of the ARDL estimation for the three models (industrial, manufacturing and services) 

are presented in table 5.5. As noted earlier, the analysis here is conducted to examine the impact 

of commodity price shocks on the industrialization performance indicators. From the results 

shown in the table, oil price shocks impact negatively on industrial, manufacturing and services 

value-added but with zero significance in the current year. However, considering the F stats 

probability, oil price shocks from the past three years or current shock to oil price will bring about 
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negative growth to industrial, manufacturing and services value-added with a three quarter lag. 

Oil price in the current period, lag 1 and lag 2 periods impact negatively on industrial value-added. 

In lag one and lag two, oil price impacts positively on manufacturing value-added, and a positive 

shock to oil price will bring about 0.84 (significant at 1%) and 1.6 (significant at 10%) change in 

manufacturing. Hence, this suggests increase in manufacturing both at level and growth rates.  

In the first lag, oil price shocks positively impact services, in the second lag it impacts negatively 

and considering extent of impact a positive shock to oil price in first lag will bring about 0.059 

(not significant) rise in and 0.395 (significant at 5%) drop in services in Nigeria. In the current year, 

positive shocks to cocoa price significantly impacts industrial output at 5% and manufacturing at 

10%. This implies more income which is useful for expansion and continued growth. In the first lag, 

cocoa price shocks had no significant impact on the three sectors, while in the second lag, cocoa 

price shocks only had significant impact positively at 10% significance level on manufacturing.  

Commodity prices shocks (oil in particular) in the country cause the manufacturing sector to pick 

up but with time lag as observed from the result.  

 

Vector Autoregression (VAR) ANALYSIS  

 The VAR analysis is conducted to examine and corroborate the dynamic response of industrial 

performance to shocks in the commodity prices.  We start off by conducting the diagnostics 

regarding the lag length selection, stability test, normality test before delving into the analysis of 

the impulse response and variance decompositions   

 

VAR Lag length Selection Criteria  

The selection of the lag length is often guided by some criteria. The most commonly applied are 

the Akaike information criterion (AIC), the Schwarz information criterion (SIC) and the Hannan-

Quinn information criterion (HQ).   

From the test results shown in table 5.6 the appropriate lag length is 2 as indicated by the FPE, 

AIC and SIC. Thus, the study adopted the lag length of 2 as suggested by the AIC, SIC and the HQ.  

 

Table 5.6: VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria   

VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria          

 Lag  LogL  LR  FPE  AIC  SC  HQ  

0  -66.11247  NA    0.001083   4.523385   4.708416   4.583700  

1   19.90357    144.2850*   1.20e-05   0.006221    0.931374    0.307798*  

2   38.21955   25.99688    1.09e-05*   -0.143197*   1.522078*   0.399641  

3   51.29599   15.18553   1.53e-05   0.045420   2.450818   0.829520  

4   61.05456   8.814193   3.16e-05   0.448093   3.593613   1.473454  

 * indicates lag order selected by the criterion        

 LR: sequential modified LR test statistic (each test at 5% level)      

 FPE: Final prediction error          

 AIC: Akaike information criterion          

 SC: Schwarz information criterion          

 HQ: Hannan-Quinn information criterion        
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Source: Author  

 

VAR Stability Condition Check Using the Inverse Roots of AR Characteristic Polynomial  

The VAR stability analysis is a way developed in order to verify whether the VAR model is overall 

stationary. The implication is that, if the stability condition is violated, then the VAR specifications 

are not stable, and they is not suitable for further analysis which would imply non-stability of the 

VAR specification. The stability condition is checked through the use of the inverse roots of AR 

characteristic polynomial.   

The decision rule is that for the specifications to be stable, the characteristic roots of the 

polynomial must fall within the unit circle. This is satisfied if all roots of the characteristic AR 

polynomial have absolute value less than one. The test is conducted and the result is as shown in 

figure 6. From the figure, it is obvious that all the roots of the polynomial do not exceed the unit 

circle; that is all the roots lie inside the circle thereby fulfilling the stability condition. Given this 

result, we can conclude that the VAR specifications are stable. The table result corroborating this 

finding is presented in the appendix.  

 

Figure 6: VAR Stability Test   

Inverse Roots of AR Characteristic Polynomial 
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Source: Author  

 

VAR Residual Residual Normality Tests  

The VAR normality test is conducted under the null hypothesis that the residuals are multivariate 

normal in distribution. These results are presented in the appendix. From the result, it is observed 

that the skewness, kurtosis and Jaque Berra for all the components of the tests are rejected at 5% 

significance level. Therefore, the alternate hypothesis is accepted and the conclusion drawn that 

the residuals are multivariate normal. This shows that the residual terms of the VAR specifications 

are white noise. The implication here is that the VAR model is well specified and the random terms 

are purely a result of a random process.  

 

Impulse Response Analysis  

The impulse response is performed in order to examine the impact of oil and cocoa price shocks 

on the industrialization indicators. This is done by appraising the behaviour of some important 

macroeconomic variables to shocks arising from these price fluctuations in the country. Impulse 

responses trace out the response of current and future values of each of the variables to a unit 

increase in the current value of one of the VAR structural errors, assuming that this error returns 

to zero thereafter. The effects of the commodity price shocks on the industrialization indicators 

are analyzed through the dynamic effect of a Cholesky nonfactorized one standard deviation 

innovation (shock) from the selected commodity prices.  

The results are presented in what follows.   

 

Figure 7: Response of industrialization performance indicators to oil price shocks  

Response of LNIND to LNOILP 
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1 2 3  10 

Response of LNMAN to LNOILP 

1 2 3 10 

Response of LNSERV to LNOILP 

1 2 3 10 

Source: Author  

 

Figure 8: Response of industrialization performance indicators to cocoa price shocks  
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Source: Author  
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The immediate response of industrial output to a one Cholesky standard deviation shock to oil 

price is a fall in the output in the first quarter. This fall became negative after the second quarter. 

The effect remains negative up till the 12th quarter. Even though the response is negative it is 

shown not to be highly significant. The immediate response of manufacturing output to a one 

Cholesky standard deviation shock to oil price is a fall in the output in the first quarter. The fall 

became negative before the second quarter. By the second, an improvement is observed which 

became positive just after the 4th quarter and peaked at the 6th before falling slightly again after 

which the response remains negative till the end of the 12th quarter. Overall, the effect is observed 

to be less severe over the entire forecast period. Just like the responses of industrial and 

manufacturing sector output, the immediate response of service output to a one Cholesky 

standard deviation shock oil price is a fall in the output in the first quarter. The deterioration 

worsens until the second quarter before a positive response is observed up till the 6th quarter 

followed by a slight fall until the end of the forecast period. Like the response of industrial and 

manufacturing, the impact is not significant.  

Industrial output did not respond to a one Cholesky standard deviation shock to cocoa prices until 

the 3rd quarter where a rise is observed. The response remains positive, peaking between the 5th 

and 6th quarters. Even though a fluctuation downward is witnessed, the response still remains 

positive up till the end of the 12th quarter. However, the immediate response of manufacturing 

output to a one Cholesky standard deviation shock to cocoa price is a fall in the output in the first 

quarter. This fall remains negative up till the 4th quarter before a gradual improvement is 

witnessed, reaching its peak in the 7th quarter and remains positive up till the end of the 12th 

quarter despite some fluctuations.  The response of service sector to a one Cholesky standard 

deviation shock to cocoa prices is overall positive. However, it is highly infinitesimal.  

 

Variance Decomposition  

The dynamic response of industrialization as given in the impulse response can further be 

explained by the forecast variance error otherwise known as variance decomposition. While 

impulse response functions trace the effects of a shock to one endogenous variable on to the 

other variables in the VAR, variance decomposition separates the variation in an endogenous 

variable into the component shocks to the VAR. In other words, the variance decomposition 

provides information about the relative importance of each random innovation in affecting the 

variation of the variables in the VAR. The summary of the results of the variance decomposition is 

presented in table 5.7.  

 

Table 5.7:  Variance Decomposition  

Period   LNOILP  LNCOCOP  LNIND  LNMAN  LNSERV  

 1  100.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  

 4  53.411  2.252  6.742  16.234  21.358  

 8  29.749  2.631  19.927  21.969  25.721  

 12  23.235  1.835  28.017  21.875  25.035  

 Period   LNOILP  LNCOCOP  LNIND  LNMAN  LNSERV  

 1  0.575  99.424  0.000  0.000  0.000  
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 4  60.669  31.548  5.006  1.925  0.850  

 8  48.265  24.065  7.967  14.129  5.572  

 12  41.950  21.449  8.842  19.302  8.454  

 Period   LNOILP  LNCOCOP  LNIND  LNMAN  LNSERV  

 1  47.022  3.673  49.303  0.000  0.000  

 4  29.981  2.537  41.869  6.712  18.899  

 8  22.077  1.991  43.917  9.330  22.684  

 12  21.899  1.380  44.175  9.893  22.651  

 Period   LNOILP  LNCOCOP  LNIND  LNMAN  LNSERV  

 1  1.940  6.101  5.207  86.750  0.000  

 4  5.519  12.971  13.388  61.368  6.752  

 8  3.622  8.051  25.731  37.419  25.175  

 12  3.529  3.858  35.259  27.499  29.854  

 Period   LNOILP  LNCOCOP  LNIND  LNMAN  LNSERV  

 1  4.201  7.200  18.407  60.264  9.927  

 4  5.996  9.352  36.554  21.125  26.970  

 8  3.027  3.659  40.984  16.247  36.081  

 12  5.656  1.750  42.761  16.923  32.908  

Source: Author  

 

It shows the percentage of the forecast error variance due to each shock in the VAR model over 

the 12 quarter horizon. From the results obtained, it is observed that the respective variables are 

explained to a large extent by their own shocks when seen over the entire 12 quarter period of 

the forecast. On the basis of their respective averages, it is observed that the variables account 

for a large proportion of own random shock response or innovation and the remaining is 

accounted for by the other variables. Thus in the light of this result, the extent to which the 

correction of the distortions and disequilibrium (adjustment back to steady state) in the country 

can be costly is greatly reduced.   

 

Conclusion  

This study examines the relationship between commodity price movements as well as their 

shocks on industrialisation in Nigeria. Specifically, examines the response of industrial, 

manufacturing and service sectors‟ output performance from international commodity prices as 

well as their shocks in Nigeria using crude oil and cocoa prices as cases. Quarterly data are used. 

While the study employs the Vector Error Correction Mechanism (VECM) to examine the impact 

of commodity prices on industrial development, the study uses the Autoregressive Distributed 

Lag (ARDL) model, corroborated by the impulse response and variance decomposition from the 

Vector Autoregression (VAR) framework, for the estimation of the impact of shocks  

Distortions arising from commodity price shocks are often perceived to be responsible for the 

highly intractable trajectories of commodity dependent countries‟ macroeconomic fundamentals 

to be leading to poor industrial growth and hence slow industrialization. The study finds robust 

evidence regarding the positive impact of commodity prices on industrialisation process. 
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Commodity prices were found to be positive and statistically significant in explaining industrial 

growth and performance of the economy. This is even so as oil is known to account for more than 

90% of the country‟s foreign exchange.  

The study finds robust evidence regarding the negative impact of commodity price shocks on 

industrial development. While the evidences are negatively strong for oil price shocks, they are 

mixed and statistically insignificant for cocoa price shocks. Oil price shocks cause the 

manufacturing sector to pick up but with time lag. The impact of cocoa price shocks is 

infinitesimal. The findings can be explained by the fact even though, Nigeria has experienced 

periods of negative oil price shocks, the economy also experienced episodes of positive 

commodity price shocks which are supposed to be a boost to industrialization and that are 

capable of reviving the economy. The buffer (windfall) from positive commodity price shocks are 

often “mis-prioritized” and the episodes of negative shocks lead to significant macroeconomic 

imbalance and to slow growth. Due to the fact that positive shocks are not always channeled to 

the right direction (industrial development rather than mismanaged, industrial growth are halted 

and when the period of negative shocks hit, they hit hard without buffer.  

Given the theoretical positive relationship supposed amongst positive shocks to oil price, oil 

revenue, external reserves, government revenue, and government expenditure, the positive 

relationship shown above between government expenditure in Nigeria and the industrial, 

manufacturing, and services sectors suggests that there is the need for oil price stability alongside 

moderate rise in the price. This moderate rise is necessary as it will favor both importing and 

exporting (Nigeria) nations and finally promote industrialization via increase in government 

expenditure in an oil exporting country like Nigeria.  

Additionally, rethinking and expanding the productive base and capacity of the economy as well 

as critical public and private sector participation in the industrial, manufacturing and services 

subsectors will serve as a massive boost to trigger the rapid industrialization process the economy 

yearns for.   
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Appendices  

VAR Residual Normality Tests             

               

Component  Skewness  Chi-sq  df  Prob.  

  

1   

  

-0.426265      

  

0.999362    

  

1     

  

0.3175    

2   0.549478    1.660594  1    0.1975  

3  -0.070876    0.027629  1    0.8680  

4  -0.178797    0.175827  1    0.6750  

5  -0.870754    4.170173  1    0.0411  

 Joint      7.033584    5     0.2182    

  

Component  

    

Kurtosis  

   

Chi-sq  

   

df  

   

Prob.  
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 1    3.061718      0.005238    1     0.9423    

2   4.121162    1.728382  1    0.1886  

3   2.798491    0.055833  1    0.8132  

4   2.661948    0.157134  1    0.6918  

5   3.107622    0.015926  1    0.8996  

          

Roots of Characteristic Polynomial  

     Root    Modulus    

  

 0.986571 - 0.120538  i    

  

0.993907    

 0.986571 + 0.120538i    0.993907  

 0.280596 - 0.774714i    0.823963  

 0.280596 + 0.774714i    0.823963  

 0.260124 - 0.562989i    0.620178  

 0.260124 + 0.562989i    0.620178  

-0.334803 - 0.441957i    0.554454  

-0.334803 + 0.441957i    0.554454  

-0.097504    0.097504  

 0.087169    0.087169  

    No root lies outside the unit circle.      

 VAR satisfies the stability condition.  

  

  

  

   

  


